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CHAPTER 8

General discussion
Aims

The overall aim of this thesis was to examine whether providing active games in a home setting can contribute to the prevention of unnecessary weight gain in gaming adolescents. The first part of this thesis focuses on analyzing the gaming behavior of adolescents by evaluating the amount of time spent on active and non-active gaming and demographic variables associated with gaming. Further, it was explored how time spent in active gaming was associated with other energy balance-related behaviors. The second part evaluated the determinants of active and non-active gaming. Finally, in part 3 a randomized controlled trial was conducted among gaming adolescents who were mainly of healthy body weight to evaluate the effects of providing active games in their homes.

In this chapter the main findings will be summarized and critically evaluated. In addition, methodological considerations will be discussed. Next, the findings will be placed in a broader perspective analyzing if and how games can contribute to promoting health related behaviors in order to prevent overweight. This will lead to recommendations for practice and future research.

Main findings

In part 1, Analysis of gaming behavior, the survey showed (chapter 2) that the large majority of Dutch adolescents (83%) play video games, either active or non-active versions. Almost half of the respondents reported to play active games, especially those attending lower educational school levels, and most of them played active games in combination with non-active games. Sex and age were not associated with active gaming (≥1 h/wk) in adolescents, while findings showed that boys and older adolescents were more likely to play non-active games (>7 h/week) than girls and younger adolescents. The amount of time spent on active gaming was relatively low compared to that spend on non-active games: 36 min on a school day and 42 min on a weekend day for active gaming versus 65 min on a school day and 80 min on a weekend day for non-active gaming. Importantly, chapter 3 (24-hours-recall study) showed that playing active games is unlikely to be a substitute of (other) physical activities. Yet, spending more time playing active games was associated with a small, but statistically significant longer TV/DVD time and intake of snacks. Another interesting finding from chapter 3 was that adolescents, who reported to have played active games, reported longer non-active game time than those who reported not to have played active games.

In part 2, Analysis of determinants of engaging in gaming behaviors, the findings of the focus groups in adolescents are presented (chapter 4). Adolescents indicated they liked active games; nonetheless a substantial proportion of them preferred non-active games. They mentioned, for example, that active games were of inferior quality compared to
non-active games in terms of graphics, accuracy, functioning of controllers, and variety. Furthermore, adolescents mentioned they liked playing active games when friends or family were visiting them and they liked laughing at each other while playing the active games. Besides that, they liked the interactivity of the active games, i.e., controlling the game with their body movements. The survey described in chapter 5 showed that various personal, social and game-related factors were statistically significantly associated with active gaming ≥1 h/wk and that these factors were partly different than those for non-active gaming >7 h/wk. Regarding personal factors, a more negative attitude towards non-active games and a more positive attitude towards active games were associated with an increased likelihood of playing active games ≥1 h/wk. In addition, for non-active gaming, a more positive attitude towards non-active gaming and a more positive image of a non-active gamer were associated with non-active gaming >7 h/wk. Habit strength correlated with both active ≥1 h/wk and non-active gaming >7 h/wk. Concerning social factors, having brothers/sisters and friends who spend more time on active gaming was associated with playing active games ≥1 h/wk. Also for non-active gaming, having friends (but not brothers and sisters) who spend more time on non-active gaming, but also a more positive image of a non-active gamer were associated with non-active gaming >7 h/wk. Finally, concerning game-related factors we found that a lower score on game engagement was associated with playing active games ≥1 h/wk. We did not find any associations between game related factors and playing non-active games >7 h/wk.

In part 3, Intervention development and evaluation, chapter 6 described the content of the active game intervention and the study design to evaluate the intervention. The randomized controlled trial, presented in chapter 7, indicated that providing gaming adolescents with an active game and simultaneously promoting its use was ineffective in preventing unnecessary weight gain and even had some effects on anthropometrics in the unintended direction (i.e. in favor of the control group). The intervention did result in lower self-reported non-active game time and total sedentary screen time. No effects of the intervention were found on self-reported physical activity and consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages and snacks. The process evaluation showed that despite the intervention aiming to enable and motivate adolescents to engage in active gaming at least one hour per week, only 14% of the participants in the intervention group managed to do so. Frequently mentioned reasons for not playing the active games were lack of time, preferring to play non-active games, and the active games being experienced as boring.

Reflections on main findings

Many adolescents already play active games, but for a relatively low amount of time

In line with previous studies [1-4] our findings confirmed the pervasiveness and large dose of non-active game play among adolescents. The added value of our study
is the additional focus on active gaming; we showed that almost half of the adolescents already played active games, mostly in combination with non-active games. Time spent on active games was about half the time spent on non-active games, which is comparable to other studies [5;6]. Two other studies showed slightly lower rates of adolescent youth playing active games. A Dutch report showed that 39% of adolescents (aged 12 through 14 years) play active games at least once a week [5]. Next, a Canadian study found that 24% in 14-19 year olds had played active games at least once [7]. Three reasons could be given for the higher number found in our study compared to the other studies. First, our data were collected more recently and the higher number might indicate that active games gained popularity more recently. Second, the higher number in our study might be due to methodological differences in study populations or measures to assess active gaming. Third, it might be due to difference in reference period in assessing active gaming.

In summary, our results show – in line with other available research – that although many adolescents play active games, many more play non-active games and they spent far less time in playing active games than in non-active games. Thus, active games are theoretically a useful intervention tool and potentially reaching non-active gamers, because apparently many adolescents (including non-active gamers) are interested in it. On the other hand, our findings suggest that active games need further development before being able to compete with non-active games.

**Active games seem to attract a wide range of adolescents and especially those attending lower educational school levels**

Specific groups appeared to be attracted to and engaged in non-active and active gaming. Adolescents attending lower educational school levels were more likely to play active games regularly than adolescents attending higher educational levels. This suggests that active gaming is especially a promising tool for the adolescents attending relative low levels of education, who have most to gain by becoming more physical active, being less sedentary and weighing less [8;9]. Lower educated people are also difficult to reach with traditional health promotion messages [10;11]. Furthermore, the present findings suggest that active games are suitable for targeting both boys and girls, because sex was not associated with active gaming, in line with another Dutch study that found no sex differences for active gaming either [6]). However, a Canadian study showed that adolescent girls (14-19 year old) were more likely to play active games than boys [7]. The inconsistent findings of these studies could be due to the difference in operationalization of active gaming (playing active games yes/no or playing active games < / ≥ 1 hour/week), cultural differences (The Netherlands versus Canada) or differences in the participants’ age range (12-16 versus 14-19 years old). For non-active gaming we found that boys were much more into playing than girls, which is a well-established finding in game literature [3;12;13]. Hence, boys seem the most relevant target group with active games, when the aim is to substitute non-active game time. On the other hand studies suggest that girls are equally (chapter 2) or even more interested in active game play [7].
Moreover, the lower levels of physical activity in girls compared to boys [14] and the barriers girls experience for sports participation [15], illustrate the importance for new activity promoting tools (such as active games) to reach girls.

With respect to age, although one past study in Dutch adolescents found that regular active gamers were slightly younger than non-regular active gamers [6], in the present studies we did not find support for this notion. Yet, there are indications that younger children are more interested in active gaming than adolescents in general [5;16]. In accordance with this focus group findings also suggest that active games are more suitable for younger children than for adolescents [17;18]. Dutch 8-12 year olds mainly reported to prefer active games to non-active games [17], while Dutch 12-16 year olds mainly preferred non-active games to active games (chapter 4). Moreover, active games were perceived as more appropriate for younger children than teenagers according to 10-14 year old New Zealand children [18].

Though more research is necessary, based on our studies active games seem especially suitable for reaching adolescents attending a lower level of education, and at least equally suitable for girls and boys. Other studies suggest active games might be more appropriate for younger children than for adolescents.

Mixed evidence on associations between active gaming and other energy-balance-related behaviors

Sedentary behavior and physical activity
Active gaming may only be beneficial for energy balance when it replaces sedentary activities such as non-active gaming or TV viewing. We found that adolescents interested in active gaming were generally also more interested in non-active gaming. This was similar to the finding of O’loughlin and colleagues who found that active gamers were more likely to play non-active games than adolescents who did not play active games [7]. This suggests that an interest in active and non-active gaming is associated, which is desirable when aiming to replace non-active game time by active game time. However, actual time spent in active gaming and non-active gaming was not correlated (chapter 3). This suggests that when adolescents spend more time on active gaming it may not result in less non-active game time. Moreover, we found a small- but significant- association between active game time and TV/DVD time, which concurs with the finding of O’Loughlin that active gamers were more likely to watch more than 2 hours of television per day than adolescents who did not play active games [7]. Thus promoting active gaming could also result in more sedentary time. On the other hand, it may particularly attract adolescents who are already heavily engaged in screen activities. Causal inferences of these results should of course be made with caution, since these were cross-sectional associations. Three experimental and longitudinal trials have been conducted on this topic and show mixed evidence [Chapter 7); 19;20]. In our trial (chapter 7) we found that providing active games including an encouragement to
replace non-active games with active games, decreased self-reported non-active game time and total sedentary screen time compared to a control group. However, in an earlier study no change was found in self-reported non-active game time after providing active games [19]. Important to highlight is that in both these trials non-active game time was self-reported and the intervention groups were explicitly encouraged to play the active games, potentially influencing their self-report. The only trial that measured behavior objectively was a cross-over trial showing that replacing non-active games with active games decreased total sedentary time in the after-school period but not across the whole week [20].

Another important energy-balance-related behavior is physical activity. Concerns have been expressed that adolescents may play active video games instead of other more traditional physical activities such as playing outdoors or sports. Playing outdoors and practicing outdoor sports activities offers the benefits of being outside such as fresh air, exposure to sunlight (vitamin D), connection with nature and social interactions and in general it requires higher energy expenditure than active gaming [21;22]. Three cross-sectional studies that aimed to shine more light on this possible compensation issue show mixed results [6;7;23]. Two out of three studies found no difference in physical activity between adolescents who did and who did not play active games (or less than 1 hour per week) [6;7]. Yet, a more recent study in young adults found that female active gamers reported more (47 minutes) physical activity in the past week than females who did not play active games [23]. It is not clear if these extra 47 minutes reflected active gaming itself or other physical activities. The study also showed that female active gamers were more likely to believe active games were a good way to integrate physical activity into their lives than male active gamers (89% vs. 62%). Therefore, it might be that females were more likely to include active gaming when answering physical activity questions than males. There is initial evidence to support this idea, as another study suggested that adolescent girls who play active games partially internalized active gaming as a physical activity behavior while boys may not view active gaming as physical activity [24]. Besides these cross-sectional studies, three longitudinal experimental trials have been conducted. Two of them did not found effects of providing and promoting active games on self-reported (Chapter 7) and objectively measured [19] physical activity. One cross-over trial though did find that replacing non-active games with active games increased objectively measured physical activity, but only in the after-school period and not across the whole week [20].

In sum, it is not clear yet how active gaming influences other physical activities and sedentary activities and thus the energy-balance. More longitudinal and experimental research including objective measures of physical activity and sedentary time is needed to shed more light on such compensatory behaviors.
Energy intake

Eating and drinking are also important energy-balance-related behaviors. In the 24-hours recall study we found that active game time was weakly associated with higher snack intake (chapter 3), while our trial provided no evidence that providing active games influenced consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages or snacks (chapter 7). Also an earlier study by Maddison et al., [19] in which participation in active games was higher than in our trial, found no effects of an active game intervention on snack intake either [19]. In all these studies dietary intake was self-reported and thus potentially influenced by social desirability or recall bias. De Groot et al., [25] evaluated objectively measured consumption of potato chips and coke during different screen activities in young adult Dutch males and showed that energy intake during active gaming was not different than during non-active gaming and watching TV. These results are in line with two other laboratory studies that evaluated energy intake during active and non-active gaming in young adults [26] and in children [27]. While in the studies of De Groot et al. [25] and Mellecker et al. [27] only energy intake was measured, Lyons et al., [26] additionally measured energy expenditure. Despite the equal energy intake during different activities, differences in energy expenditure in favor of active gaming were found [26]. Although the resulting lower energy surplus may make active gaming a healthier alternative to non-active gaming and watching TV, also active gaming resulted in a positive energy balance where caloric intake from foods and beverages exceeds the amount of calories expended during the activity [26]. Important to note it that all these studies [25-27] assessed energy intake during the activity only, but not afterwards. Adolescents consume more during an ad libitum lunch (10 minutes later) irrespective of hunger and appetite after playing non-active games for one hour than after resting in a relaxing sitting position [28]. It would be valuable to examine this potential compensation effect afterwards for active gaming and to evaluate whether these possible compensation effects differ between active gaming and non-active gaming.

In summary, it can be concluded that there is no clear evidence that active gaming leads to higher energy intakes during game time. However, it may be that after the gaming activity, energy intake may be higher. A longitudinal experimental study using valid measures of energy intake would be useful to get more insight in these potential unanticipated effects of promoting active gaming.

Adolescents seem to appreciate non-active games over active games

Our focus groups revealed that adolescents generally like active games, but preferred non-active games. Adolescents thought that active games were more boring, graphics and story line were less sophisticated, had more malfunction in technology and controllers, and had less variety in games compared to non-active games (chapter 4). For an active game intervention it seems therefore important to provide a wide range of active games and refresh the games often to keep adolescents interested. Aspects that adolescents did like about active games were merely related to physical activity and the
interactive aspect in the active game. Further, active games were considered more social than non-active games, as confirmed by previous studies that found that group play can encourage participation in active games \([29;30]\). Hence, the social nature of active games seems an aspect that could be used to motivate adolescents towards active games. Our findings that adolescents had a positive attitude towards both active and non-active gaming (chapter 5) and the suggested common interest of adolescents in both active and non-active gaming (chapter 3) seemed promising. However, adolescents preferred non-active games over active games (chapter 4), which indicates it may be challenging to motivate non-active gaming adolescents to replace non-active gaming with active gaming. Our finding that a more positive attitude towards non-active games was associated with a lower likelihood to play active games (chapter 5) substantiates this.

In summary, active gaming may be a way to encourage physical activity as adolescents do appreciate active games, but competition with non-active gaming seems tough.

**Correlates of active gaming and non-active gaming are partly different**

We found various personal, social and game-related correlates of active gaming and these were partly different from correlates of non-active gaming. More than non-active gaming, active gaming seems to be influenced by gaming behavior of brothers and sisters. Consistent with previous studies [Chapter 4; 29;30], our findings indicated that active gaming is more likely if siblings, and to a lesser extent friends, also play them regularly. Hence, to promote active gaming it seems wise to focus on multi-player games instead of individual play. Consequently, for our trial we decided to promote multi-player play and to provide an extra game controller as part of the active game intervention. Further, we found no association between attitude towards physical activity and active game play, thus no support for the concern that only youth who like physical activity and are already physically active (and therefore not the main target group for physical activity promotion interventions) play active games. Habit strength was a correlate of both active and non-active gaming, indicating that both types of gaming may be habitual behaviors. It is important to know the extent to which gaming is a habitual behavior (more unconscious) or a planned behavior (more conscious), as changing both types of behavior request different intervention strategies. Habits are learned responses to cues in the environment that have become automatized. Such automatic behaviors, like habits, are often difficult to change [31] and require breaking existing mental associations between cues and gaming, while building new ones. For example placing the active game console in a highly visible and accessible place could serve as a cue for playing. This was also mentioned in the focus groups (chapter 4). In addition, we found that active game play was associated with lower engagement experience during game play. However, we do not know if it refers to a trait in the sense that some adolescents become more easily immersed when gaming or a state in the sense that some games have stronger immersive qualities (or a mix). Again, these findings should be interpreted with caution, since these were all cross-sectional associations, and thus no conclusions can be drawn about
causality. All in all, the correlates of active and non-active gaming provided input for further research into correlates and provided input for the development of the active game intervention.

**An active game promotion intervention did not contribute to the prevention of unnecessary weight gain in adolescents**

We found no evidence that providing active games and promoting its use, did contribute to preventing unnecessary weight gain among gaming adolescents. Only adolescents who played non-active games for at least two hours per week were included in our trial and there was no inclusion criterion based on weight status. As a result we mainly included adolescents with a healthy body weight, which may have minimized the ability to see significant differences in changes in anthropometric measurements. Indeed, the intervention group remained relatively stable regarding most anthropometrics over ten months and the majority remained having a healthy weight for the duration of the intervention. In the control group anthropometrics decreased somewhat, resulting in a significant difference between the control group and intervention group in favor of the control group. A possible explanation may be an increase in the consumption of snacks and sugar-sweetened beverages or a decrease in other physical activities in the intervention group. However, we consider this explanation unlikely, as the intervention did not significantly affect these behaviors.

The intervention did not succeed in enabling and motivating the adolescents to play the active games for a substantial amount of time; only 14% of the participants in the intervention group managed to play at least one hour per week throughout the 10-month intervention period. The process evaluation confirmed the findings of the survey and focus groups that adolescents think active games are boring and prefer non-active games. Currently available active games may not be appealing enough to adolescents and cannot yet compete with non-active games. In contrast, other studies did find beneficial effects of active gaming on anthropometrics [19;32;33]. However, these studies focused on treatment of overweight and obesity instead of prevention of unnecessary weight gain as in our study. Further, they gave a stricter instruction to use the active games [19;34] or embedded the active games in a structured or multicomponent program [32;33]. Nevertheless, we found less self-reported non-active game time (-1.8 hour/week) and a 0.8 times lower geometric mean of sedentary screen time in the intervention group compared to the control group, suggesting that the intervention did succeed in targeting underlying behaviors of overweight. However, these behaviors were self-reported.

In summary, we did not succeed in stimulating non-active gaming adolescents to play active games a substantial amount of time instead of non-active games in a ‘free-play setting’. We found no indication that providing active games in a home setting contributes to prevention of unnecessary weight gain. Other studies suggest that active
Methodological reflections

The specific methodological issues regarding the separate studies are discussed in the previous chapters describing these studies. This section will discuss some general methodological considerations of the overall project.

Conducting research in adolescents

This thesis focuses on adolescents aged 12 – 17 years old and the findings of this thesis cannot be generalized to other age groups. The rationale to focus on adolescents, as explained in more detail in the introduction, was the high prevalence of unhealthy overweight-related behaviors [8], and the fact that weight status and lifestyle behaviors during this life stage often track into adulthood [35]. However, conducting research in adolescents involves some specific challenges in terms of recruitment and retention, consent and confidentiality and the additional role of parents [36]. Even though it seems easy to reach adolescents through schools, recruitment is often difficult because of strict rules regarding consent and because many adolescents have other interests than participating in research [36]. Studies involving more interactive and digital tools (such as internet, texting, and games) seem to be more appealing to adolescents [36].

Besides recruitment, also data collection can be challenging in adolescents; during our data collection we experienced once that an adolescent was not filling in the questionnaire seriously but was making up answers on purpose, so we excluded the questionnaire for the analysis. However, often researchers are not present when the adolescents complete questionnaires, making it hard to judge whether answers are valid or not. Adolescents might click through or skip questions to be finished quickly and only participate for the incentive. Therefore, we made the questionnaires as user-friendly as possible by using a structured online tool, or arranged that adolescents could complete the questionnaire during school time so not at the expense of their leisure time. Also in qualitative data collection one should be aware of adolescence-specific challenges. We conducted focus groups with adolescents to evaluate their views on active and non-active games. Possibly the adolescents were influenced by the presence of the researcher and other adolescents, as adolescent life stage is characterized by increasing peer influence [37]. Parents and teachers were not allowed to be present during the focus groups, to prevent that adolescents would not feel comfortable to speak freely. Further, we tried to create an open and relaxed atmosphere in which all participating adolescents felt comfortable and we gave everybody the opportunity to speak. Despite these efforts, it still could be that some adolescents said things under the influence of peer-pressure or were afraid to contradict their peers.
Objective measures could overcome these problems, but are not always available or face too many practical issues. We used objective measures for proxy measures of adiposity (BMI, skinfolds, hip and waist circumference). However, a potential problem with these anthropometric measures in adolescents is that they change considerably over time with large individual differences because of differences in onset of puberty. Puberty concurs with hormonal changes, which can cause a rapid increase in height and changes in amount and location of body fat [36-38]. Consequently, pubertal stage could be a confounder and preferably should be adjusted for in the analyses. We decided not to do this because the assessment of pubertal status is sensitive and intrusive for adolescents [36]. Further, because we randomized participants in our trial we assumed that puberty status is evenly distributed in both the control group and intervention group and probably did not influence the results.

**Recruitment**

We used schools as a main source for recruiting adolescents, as this is the most convenient place to recruit adolescents. We succeeded to include a representative group of adolescents in the survey in terms of age, sex, ethnicity and educational level [Chapter 2; 39], which is important in order to get a valid estimation of prevalence of active and non-active gaming of adolescents in The Netherlands. The 24 hours-recall diary investigated among active gamers how active gaming is associated with other behaviors. Hereto, we needed adolescents who played active games and so we collaborated with a panel agency that had access to a large group of adolescents who met that criterion. Hence, the study population was not representative for a general group of adolescents, as not all adolescents play active games. Finally, in the trial we used a wide variety of sources and it took a lot of effort to recruit the 270 participants; thousands of letters and flyers were spread at schools, advertisements were placed on game websites and newsletters et cetera. This probably means that a highly selective group of gaming participants was recruited in our trial, which may not be representative for gamers in general. We focused on PlayStation 3 gamers, because we found that many adolescents play games on this console. However, the findings may not be fully generalizable to other console gamers. Further, our participants consisted of a group of adolescents who spent a relatively high amount of time in playing non-active games, and comparing them to a general group of Dutch adolescents they could be called ‘excessive’ gamers. The intervention may be more effective among less ‘excessive’ non-active gamers since ‘recreational’ gamers might be easier to motivate to active gaming. It is worth noting though that the internal validity could be considered high, because of the extremely low drop out.

**Study designs**

Strong aspects of the studies in this thesis are the systematic approach and wide variety of study designs and research methods. We used focus groups to get more in-depth knowledge on the views of adolescents, which were further investigated quantitatively in a survey. To shed more light on how active gaming is associated with
other energy-balance-related behaviors, we conducted a diary study including multiple 24-hour recalls. In this study adolescents filled in their activities for 7 days randomly spread over one month. Because we assessed 7 random unannounced days instead of a single point in time, we maximized the chance to capture a true representation of normal daily behavior. Finally, to evaluate the effects of an active game intervention we used the ‘gold standard’ in scientific evidence, i.e. a randomized controlled trial.

Some limitations should be mentioned in the study designs we used. Although focus groups are very suitable for gaining in-depth knowledge about a relatively new subject, a limitation is that the findings are not generalizable. Therefore, we additionally investigated the findings quantitatively in a survey. In turn, a limitation of the survey was the cross-sectional design, which precluded conclusions about causality. However, we did not aim to examine causality, but to explore associations to inform the active game intervention development. This causality inference problem also applies for the 24-hours-recall study. Lastly, also some limitations apply to the randomized controlled trial. The participants, researchers and research assistants were not blinded, as this was complicated because of the nature of the intervention and for logistic reasons. Consequently, the control group knew that they were the control group and that the intervention consisted of receiving an active game application including active games. This could have resulted in contamination. However, the process evaluation and self-reported game behavior findings do not confirm this concern. An alternative design that can be considered in future active game studies is a randomized controlled trial nested within a cohort study (RCT nested in a cohort design). This design can overcome problems regarding recruitment and not being able to blind participants that are associated with regular randomized controlled designs [40]. Further, to prevent fading out interest in the active games, future studies might consider adjusting the intervention (e.g. changing the active games and/or implementation strategies) during the study period, i.e. an adaptive trial.

Data collection and measures

We used mixed methods to collect data: focus groups to collect qualitative data and questionnaires, a 24-hours-recall diary and anthropometric measures to gather quantitative data (self-reported and objective). Below we elaborate on some issues related to self-reported measures and measuring anthropometrics.

Measuring self-reported behavior

We mainly used self-reported (behavioral) measures as there are no appropriate objective measures available yet for the aspects we were interested in. A general limitation of self-reported measures is the liability to recall bias and social desirable answers.

Time spent playing active and non-active games was assessed using questions derived from existing and validated questionnaires, however we modified the questions to reflect
the target behavior gaming and the modified version was not validated. So we do not know to which extent the assessed gaming behavior reflects actual gaming behavior. The correlates of active and non-active gaming were also based on self-reported data and consequently the same limitations apply as mentioned above. We mainly used readily existing and valid instruments to measure potential correlates. However, to ensure an acceptable length of the questionnaire we had to shorten some of the scales, which might have influenced the validity of the included measures. To minimize possible negative influences on validity we removed the items with the lowest factor loading. In the 24-hours-recall diary study, we assessed adolescents’ time spent in a wide range of activities conducted in the past 24 hours. We wanted to get a complete picture; hence we included many activities in the diary resulting in a very long questionnaire. The length of the questionnaire and the fact that it had to be completed seven times, could have resulted in less reliable answers. We used a structured online diary with programmed routings to make it as easy as possible to complete it, but this also made it easy to click through the questions very fast without reading or thinking about the answer. Again, this questionnaire was based on validated questionnaires, but modified (to target gaming behavior and make it suitable for the online tool) and the modified version was not validated. Further, we used text messages to improve response rates. In the trial, physical activity and sedentary behavior were again self-reported and these self-reports have limited validity [41;42]. To assess active game behavior the adolescents filled in a game calendar every day they played active games. To improve compliance we made the calendar attractive and easy to fill in. However, the validity of the game calendar is unknown.

An alternative to self-report measures for assessing physical activity and sedentary time is accelerometry. Accelerometers are a valid method to objectively measure physical activity and sedentary time and have been previously used in active game trials [19;20]. However, compliance to the accelerometers protocol is often poor and there are many potential practical problems (e.g. loss or damage) when using them in large-scale studies [43;44]. Moreover, it can be questioned whether accelerometers are sensitive enough to accurately detect physical activity elicited by active gaming. Many active games require mainly upper body movements that are difficult to detect by an accelerometer worn on the hip [45]. A solution might be to wear the accelerometers on the wrist [46]. Further, accelerometers do not provide information on the type of activity, and where and with whom activities are being performed. Nevertheless, objective measures are recommended in future active game studies, but preferably in combination with self-report. Furthermore, other objective measures should be explored, for instance data (on game time and activities) that are stored continuously in game consoles. Baranowski and colleagues tried to use the game play data recorded by the Wii console [47]. However, these data appeared not very reliable, as some time periods of playtime recorded by the console were excessive (e.g. 24 hours) suggesting that players left the console on without actual playing. Further, the console does not record who is playing the game: the child, a friend, sibling, parent, or others [47]. Other consoles also store game data but our experience learns that companies
are not always willing to provide them because of privacy issues. Despite these limitations and problems, console-recorded data seem of potentially high value for research purposes and it is recommended to further explore how this data can be retrieved and analyzed.

Measuring anthropometrics

A strong feature of the trial was that we objectively measured height, body weight, waist and hip circumference, and skinfold thickness. Height and weight were used to calculate BMI, which is considered a suitable and accepted proxy measure of adiposity [38]. However, as discussed earlier there are also some limitations and considerations regarding using BMI in adolescents. Whereas in adults the BMI cut points that define obesity and overweight are not linked to age and not dependent on sex, they are in growing adolescents. Hence, for BMI to be meaningful in adolescents it must be compared to a reference standard that takes into account age and sex [48]. Therefore we decided to use BMI-SDS as the primary outcome variable. As recommended we used an external reference (the population from 1997 described in Schönbeck et al., [9] instead of an internal one (sample-based) to calculate BMI-SDS [48]. However, there are discussions and disagreements about what the optimal BMI-related measure for evaluating change is [38]. For example, it is has been suggested that crude BMI should be used as the analytic variable with adjustment for age and sex in the actual analyses [38]. Yet, by using such an internal reference standard (sample-based) for age and sex, the interpretability of the findings decreases [48]. Alternative to BMI are direct measures of body fat such as dual-energy radiograph absorptiometry [43]. However, these direct measures are expensive and time consuming, and were therefore not suitable for inclusion in the trial that we conducted.

Games for overweight prevention in a broader perspective

Video games are an integral and important part of adolescent’s life [1,2,49,50]. It has even been suggested that a life without is impossible for adolescents [20,49]. Therefore, it makes sense to find ways to use game technology to achieve positive effects, such as promoting healthy behaviors, rather than try to ban it and only focus on potential negative effects such as sedentariness, aggressive behavior, increased level of hyperactivity, lower levels of prosocial behavior and life satisfaction [51] or neglect of school responsibilities [50]. As such, more and more initiatives arise that try to harness the broad appeal of video games for health promotion.

Games being used for another purpose than pure entertainment (e.g. to educate, train, or promote behavior change) are called ‘serious games’ [52]. Serious games are increasingly prevalent in a broad area of domains such as defense (military training), education, and health care [52,53]. Active games, where this thesis focused on, can also
be considered a form of serious games. Although the active games that we focused on were originally developed for entertainment reasons, they can also be used for other (serious) purposes such as physical activity promotion. The use of game strategies and techniques is not limited to consoles only, as we see a growing use of game elements in mobile phone apps [54]. This usage of game strategies and features in non-gaming contexts is called ‘gamification’ (55). Examples of game strategies (i.e. the motivational elements typical for game-design) are Challenge, Phantasy, Story line, Competition, and Exploration [56;57]. The use of game strategies in interventions is promising as it might make interventions more fun and appealing. Hence, incorporating the game strategies and game techniques that make entertainment games appealing and addictive (in a positive way) in behavior change programs, might contribute to overcome major setbacks associated with traditional programs such as low reach of the at risk groups (e.g. people with a low social economic status), motivational issues, low adherence [58].

Below it is discussed how game strategies and techniques can be used in digital devices for promoting healthy energy balance-related behaviors (e.g. diet, physical activity and sedentary behavior) in order to prevent overweight. Serious games played on consoles or personal computer, and serious games (apps) played on mobile phones are considered.

**Serious games for overweight prevention played on consoles**

Besides active games, also other forms of serious games for promoting healthy energy-balance-related behaviors are being developed. Escape from Diab and Nanoswarm are examples of serious games (played on a Mac computer) aiming to promote healthy energy-balance-related behaviors that incorporate both behavior change techniques (e.g. goal setting, modelling) and game elements (e.g. story line, exploration) [59]. These are action-adventure games comparable to the experience of commercial quality video games and incorporate behavior change techniques woven in and around the game story. The game Escape from Diab is about an athletic adolescent, Deejay, who falls through a door while playing soccer with his friends. He awakens in a colorless land called Diab, which is ruled by King Etes who oppresses the people living in Diab by ‘forcing’ them to have unhealthy diets and to be physically inactive (story line). Deejay tries to escape from Diab and King Etes with his friends by introducing them to healthy eating and sufficient physical activity as a way to gain the mental acuity and physical fitness needed to escape from Diab (exploration, modeling). During game play the player has to set goals regarding diet and physical activity (goal setting) [60]. A randomized controlled trial showed that playing Escape from Diab and Nanoswarm resulted in increased fruit and vegetable intake in children [59], making it a promising tool to contribute to the prevention of overweight. A limitation however of these and many other current available serious games, is that they do not require physical activity and are often played inside while seated behind a computer or TV screen. Promising developments are serious games that also require physical activity to play the game, such as ‘Alien Health’
In this serious game the player learns about healthy diet while engaging in short cardio exercises using Kinect (an active game) technology.

Emerging evidence suggests that serious games can be effective in changing health behavior or its determinants, although effectiveness varies between the serious games. A meta-analysis showed that serious games benefit from a strong focus on gaming theories or foundation in both behavioral and gaming theories. However, it is unclear which specific behavior change strategies, game strategies and game mechanics determine the effectiveness of a serious game for healthy lifestyle promotion. There is a lack of systematic descriptions of the game design and evaluations of developed serious games and there seems a need for a conceptual framework combining behavior change theories with game design theories to guide and evaluate serious games for healthy lifestyle promotion.

Serious games for overweight prevention played on mobile phones

Another promising digital device for promoting healthy behavior using game strategies and techniques are mobile phones. The enormous rise in mobile phone and smartphones use and technique has resulted in an exploded availability of apps and mobile games, including apps for healthy lifestyle such as promoting physical activity, and a healthy diet. Apps offer the opportunity to provide tailored feedback and advice at the appropriate time and place and real-time and place assessment and feedback that are more likely to be effective for behavior change. Moreover, these mobile games and apps can take players outside and overcome the downsides of sitting inside behind a computer. Mobile phones are a very suitable device for gamification and health promotion, because of technologies such as GPS (Global Positioning System), built in accelerometers and external wearable sensors (e.g. measuring heart rate, blood pressure, blood sugar). To illustrate, GPS provides information on location, distance, time and speed, which can be used as part of game play that requires players to go outside and perform game tasks in specific areas in their neighborhood. In this way game maps are existing streets in the real world and players are for example instructed to collect items or treasures or to avoid items/traps that are put somewhere on the game map (and thus also in the real world). In this way the ‘real world’ is combined with the ‘virtual world’ (also called augmented reality), and the ‘real world’ is being used as a ‘game world’. A growing amount of mobile games and apps that incorporate GPS become available. Examples of game types are geocaching (games virtual treasure hunting and visiting new locations), geodashing (competitive online game in which the entire world is the playing field and players receive a list of random locations (dashpoints) and they have to visit as many of these points as possible within a specific amount of time), geohashing (an adventurous journey to random places within a given area). A well-known and popular example of a physical activity promoting app using gamification and GPS is Zombies run, which has more than 800,000 players (https://www.zombiesrungame.com/). This is a running app in which the player hears an adventurous story through his/her
headphones and receives assignment (e.g. collect things, warnings that the zombies are coming and he/she need to speed up) and when the player get back home he/she can use the collected items or achieved assignments to build their own base.

Incorporation of game features is prevalent in apps, but often limited to only a few game strategies and techniques [64]. Also the use of evidence based behavior change techniques is scarce, while this is important for apps to be effective tools for changing health behavior on the long term [62;63]. Unfortunately, little is known yet about the effects and sustained use of mobile apps (using game elements) for prevention of overweight. A review has suggested that mobile health interventions may be effective in adult weight management in the short term [67]. Also, pilot studies have reported that mobile apps can be a feasible tool for weight management [68;69]. However, most of these apps do not incorporate game strategies (or only a few). Collaboration between game designers, health professionals and behavior change experts is warranted to link game strategies and techniques to evidence based behavior change techniques and incorporate those in apps. Future research should identify which of these game strategies and behavior change techniques are most effective in changing behavior.

**Active video games in a broader perspective**

This thesis evaluated the potential of using active video games for overweight prevention in gaming adolescents in a home setting. We focused on the commercially off-the-shelf active games such as the Wii, Dance Dance Revolution, PlayStation Move, or Xbox Kinect. These games are developed for commercial reasons, to make profit, and not with the aim to promote physical activity although these games might be used to that end. Not all these active games elicit moderate intense physical activity, which is required to contribute to meeting the physical activity guideline (i.e. accumulate at least 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous physical activity per day). Next to these commercial off-the-shelf active games, there are also active games that are specifically developed to increase physical activity or decrease sedentary time [70;71]. These active games might be more suitable for physical activity promotion as some of these games seem to require more intense physical activity then for example the Wii [72]. Most off-the-shelf active games are mainly developed for in home use, although they also can be used in other settings, such as school, playgrounds, workplace or nursing home. Combining this setting might increase impact. Further, other target groups than adolescents can be considered. Below, these other settings and target groups are being discussed.

**Active video games in a school setting**

This thesis focused on active video games in the home setting, but several studies indicated schools might also provide valuable opportunities for active gaming [32,73-75]. Schools can be considered as an ideal setting to improve health behaviors in adolescents,
because of the wide reach in terms of socio-economic status and ethnic backgrounds [76]. Further, adolescents spend most of their time in school sitting so there is much to be gained with respect to reducing sedentariness. An example of combining active game technology with school lessons to decrease sedentariness is the ‘Mobile Class’ [71]. Further, active games might be used in physical education to enhance interest and competence [77-79]. So far most studies on active games in a school setting have small sample sizes [32] or are observational [73,75], so little is known about effectiveness. Further, studies showed that sustained use of active games is challenging in a school setting. We need more insight in how active games should be implemented in a school setting to achieve sufficient and sustainable use of active games. Further, we need randomized controlled (or nested cohort) trials to get more insight true effects on health behaviors and indicators of overweight.

**Active video games in the outdoors**

Game elements can also be used in outdoor play facilities. In this way the benefits of gaming (e.g. high appeal, motivation and fun) are combined with the benefits of being outside. Hence, it meets the preference of parents that their child plays outside [17]. Examples are the Swinxs and YalpSona that have been shown to elicit an energy expenditure between 7 and 10 METs and thus sufficient to contribute to meet the physical activity guideline [70,80]. As far as I know, no research has been done yet on the effects on physical activity behavior change on the long term.

**Active video games in a work setting**

There are also games that focus on improving employee’s health and wellbeing [81,82]. Active games can for example be implemented at work to stimulate physical activity in employees and to interrupt sedentariness. Sedentary behavior is known to be associated with negative health outcomes in adults and for many people work is a main source of sedentary time [83]. Active games such as Lasersquash might be placed on the work floor to motivate people to interrupt their sedentary time and be active for a couple of minutes [82]. Playing Lasersquash can elicit moderate to intense physical activity in employees, however again sustainable sufficient participation is challenging [84].

**Active video games for therapeutic use**

Active video games seem also to be a promising tool for therapeutic purposes in rehabilitation and illness management: e.g. balance training in elderly, burn wounds therapy, rehabilitation among children with cerebral palsy, to combat cancer-related fatigue in hospital patients, physical activity promotion in hospitalized inpatients or long-term care residents, Parkinson disease therapy, recovering from stroke [85]. The benefit lies in that games may make exercise and therapy less boring and more fun or can provide distraction from pain or fatigues. A recent review showed that the majority of studies showed promising results, but that most studies were pilot trials and there were few randomized controlled trials [85].
Implications for future research and practice

Implications for future research

Most studies so far focused on energy expenditure showing that playing active games leads to light to moderate intense physical activity. Studying the effectiveness of active games for overweight prevention is relatively new and shows conflicting results; some studies found significant effects on physical activity, sedentary behavior and BMI while others did not. Therefore, more randomized controlled (or nested cohort) trials with longer follow-up are of high value to bring the field of active games further. However, the level of participation and continuation in active game play is often low. Therefore, the first step is to examine which factors can enhance participation in active game play. Simply providing an active game seems not enough to result in sufficient active game play and increase physical activity. Therefore it is important to learn more about the optimal circumstances, conditions and implementation strategies. Should the active games be embedded in a structured program for example at schools? Does integrating a competition or cooperation element contribute to increased active game time [86]? How can we achieve that active games hook people in the same way that non-active games do? Do we need new (better) active games? Are active games more promising in other target groups?

Up till now most studies focused on commercially available active games that were not primarily developed to promote physical activity. Consequently, these active games include little or no theory based behavioral change techniques [87]. As theory based interventions are more likely to be effective (88), it is recommended that researchers, game designers and adolescents collaborate in designing and evaluating theory based active games that are attractive to the target group. Future research is necessary to show whether these active games that are specifically designed for physical activity promotion and based on evidence based behavior change theories, are indeed more effective than the commercial active games. Therefore it is important to gain insight in which behavioral change techniques and game strategies are associated with effectiveness. The world of games and technology is developing rapidly and new technologies and applications arise fast. For health researchers to keep up with this rapid developing world and learn about the benefits and possibilities for health promotion, more cooperation with computer scientists, game designers and game industry is desirable. Further, as mentioned above, active games are only one form of how games can be used for health promotion. Future studies should also focus on other forms of serious games and other digital devices that use game features such as mobile games and their potential contribution to overweight prevention.

Implications for practice

Recommendations for game developers

Our study results indicate that there is need for a new generation of active games to be able to compete with non-active games. Straker et al. [89] indicated that for active
games to be sustained as popular non-active games, they may need to incorporate features that are more aligned to relevant principles that are used in non-active games. They also recommend multidisciplinary collaboration to further develop and apply a comprehensive set of principles for best practice of active games [89]. In addition, studies have shown that not all active games are truly active. Most Wii games for example only require low intensity physical activity and it easy to compete with very little body movements (for example the tennis games can easily be played while sitting on the couch and only making small wrist movements). The PlayStation EyeToy games generally require only small arm movements similar as in the Wii games. Active games that require both upper and lower body movements, e.g. Dance Dance Revolution, generally require the highest energy expenditure [90]. Smart phones and new technologies such as GPS (as described above), wearable sensors, but also virtual reality glasses (e.g. Occulus) provide many opportunities to bring active games a step further.

**Recommendations for parents and health professionals**

We found no evidence that providing active games to adolescents is effective in contributing to the prevention of overweight in adolescents. So based on our study results we cannot recommend parents to buy active games instead of non-active games.

**Main conclusions**

Playing video games is an enormous popular activity and is still increasing in popularity. Inspired by the new development of active games, this thesis evaluated the potential of active video games as a novel overweight prevention tool for gaming adolescents. Based on this thesis, the following conclusions can be made:

- The majority of adolescents play video games and almost half play active video games, but time spend on playing active video games is much lower than on non-active video games.
- Both boys and girls play active video games, and especially adolescents attending lower educational school levels play active video games.
- Playing active video games is considered a social activity, as it is played often with friends and brothers and sisters. Further, having other people (brothers/sisters and friends) around you increases the likelihood of playing active games yourself.
- Gaming adolescents do not consider active video games as an attractive alternative for non-active video games. Together with the finding that habit strength is an important correlate of actual gaming behaviour, it may be hard to replace non-active game time with active game time.
- Playing active video games does not seem to replace other physical activities. We found preliminary indications that playing active video games can result in less sedentary time and non-active game time. The effects of playing active video games on energy intake are unclear yet.
• Providing and promoting active video games to adolescents who already play non-active video games does not result in a substantial active game play time and does not contribute to the prevention of overweight.

Future studies are necessary to evaluate which strategies can motivate non-active gaming adolescents to play active games for a substantial and sustainable amount of time instead of non-active video games or whether active video games might be more suitable for other target groups. All in all, for now, we do not recommend to provide active video games to gaming adolescents in their home with only a light encouragement to play them.
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